Abstract-In this paper, we implement two state-of-art continuous reinforcement learning algorithms, Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) and Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) in portfolio management. Both of them are widely-used in game playing and robot control. What's more, PPO has appealing theoretical propeties which is hopefully potential in portfolio management. We present the performances of them under different settings, including different learning rate, objective function, markets, feature combinations, in order to provide insights for parameter tuning, features selection and data preparation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Utilizing deep reinforcement learning in portfolio management is gaining popularity in the area of algorithmic trading. However, deep learning is notorious for its sensitivity to neural network structure, feature engineering and so on. Therefore, in our experiments, we explored influences of different optimizers and network structures on trading agents utilizing two kinds of deep reinforcement learning algorithms, deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) and proximal policy optimization (PPO). Our experiments were conveyed on datasets of China and America stock market. Our codes can be viewed on github 1 .
II. SUMMARY
This paper is mainly composed of three parts. First, portfolio management, concerns about optimal assets allocation in different time for high return as well as low risk. Several major categories of portfolio management approaches including "Follow-the-Winner", "Follow-the-Loser", "PatternMatching" and "Meta-Learning Algorithms" have been proposed. Deep reinforcement learning is in fact the combination of "Pattern-Matching" and "Meta-Learning" [1] .
Reinforcement learning is a way to learn by interacting with environment and gradually improve its performance by trial-and-error, which has been proposed as a candidate for portfolio management strategy. Xin Du et al. conducted QLearning and policy gradient in reinforcement learning and found direct reinforcement algorithm (policy search) enables a simpler problem representation than that in value function based search algorithm [2] . Saud Almahdi et al. extended recurrent reinforcement learning and built an optimal variable weight portfolio allocation under the expected maximum drawdown [3] . Xiu Gao et al. used absolute profit and relative risk-adjusted profit as performance function to train the system respectively and employ a committee of two network, which was found to generate appreciable profits from trading in the foreign exchange markets [4] .
Thanks to the development in deep learning, well known for its ability to detect complex features in speech recognition, image identification, the combination of reinforcement learning and deep learning, so called deep reinforcement learning, has achieved great performance in robot control, game playing with few efforts in feature engineering and can be implemented end to end [5] . Function approximation has long been an approach in solving large-scale dynamic programming problem [6] . Deep Q Learning, using neural network as an approximator of Q value function and replay buffer for learning, gains remarkable performance in playing different games without changing network structure and hyper parameters [7] . Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient(DDPG), one of the algorithms we choose for experiments, uses actorcritic framework to stabilize the training process and achieve higher sampling efficiency [8] . Another algorithm, Proximal Policy Optimization(PPO), turns to derive monotone improvement of the policy [9] .
Due to the complicated, nonlinear patterns and low signal noise ratio in financial market data, deep reinforcement learning is believed potential in it. Zhengyao Jiang et al. proposed a framework for deep reinforcement learning in portfolio management and demonstrated that it can outperform conventional portfolio strategies [10] . Yifeng Guo el at. refined log-optimal strategy and combined it with reinforcement learning [11] .
However, most of previous works use stock data in America, which cannot provide us with implementation in more volatile China stock market. What's more, few works investigated the influence of the scale of portfolio or combinations of different features. To have a closer look into the true performance and uncover pitfalls of reinforcement learning in portfolio management, we choose mainstream algorithms, DDPG and PPO and do intensive experiments using different hyper parameters, optimizers and so on.
The paper is organized as follows: in the second section we will formally model portfolio management problem. We will show the existence of transaction cost will make the problem from a pure prediction problem whose global optimized policy can be obtained by greedy algorithm into a computing-expensive dynamic programming problem. Most reinforcement learning algorithms focus on game playing and robot control, while we will show that some key characters in portfolio management requires some modifications. The third part we will go to our experimental setup, in which we will introduce our data processing, our algorithms and our investigation into effects of different hyper parameters to the accumulated portfolio value. The fourth part we will demonstrate our experiment results. In the fifth part we would come to our conclusion and future work in deep reinforcement learning in portfolio management.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Given a period, e.g. one year, a stock trader invests into a set of assets and is allowed to reallocate in order to maximize his profit. In our experiments, we assume that the market is continuous, in other words, closing price equals open price the next day. Each day the trading agent observes the stock market by analyzing data and then reallocates his portfolio. In addition, we assume that the agent conducts reallocation at the end of trade days, which indicates that all the reallocations can be finished at the closing price. In addition, transaction cost, which is measured as a fraction of transaction amount, has been taken into considerations in our experiments.
Formally, the portfolio consists of m+1 assets, including m risky assets and one risk-free asset. Without depreciation, we choose money as the risk-free asset. The closing price of i th asset after period t is v close i,t . The closing price of all assets comprise the price vector for period t as v close t . Modeling as a Markovian decision process, which indicates the next state only depends on current state and action. Tuple (S, A, P, r, ρ 0 , γ) describes the entire portfolio management problem where S is a set of states, A is a set of actions, P : S × A × S → R is the transition probability distribution, r : S → R is the reward function. ρ 0 : S → R is the distribution of the initial state s 0 and γ ∈ (0, 1) is the discount factor.
It's worth to note that in Markovian decision process, most objective functions take the form of discount rate, which is R = T t=1 γ t r(s t , a t ). However, in the area of portfolio management, due to the property that the wealth accumulated by time t would be reallocated in time t+1, indicating that the wealth at time T, P T = T t=1 P 0 r t is continued product form but not summation. A sightly modification would be needed, which is to take logarithm of the return to transform continued product form into summation.
To clarify each item in the Markovian decision process, we make some notations here. Define y t = T as the price fluctuating vector. w t−1 = (w 0,t−1 , w 1,t−1 , . . . , w m,t−1 ) T represents the reallocated weight at the end of time t − 1 with constraint i w i,t−1 = 1. We assume initial wealth is P 0 . Definitions of state, action and reward in portfolio management are as below.
• State(s): one state includes previous open, closing, high, low price, volume or some other financial indexes in a fixed window.
• Action(a): the desired allocating weights, a t−1 = (a 0,t−1 , a 1,t−1 , . . . , a m,t−1 ) T is the allocating vector at period t − 1, subject to the constraint n i=0 a i,t−1 = 1. Due to the price movement in a day, the weights vector a t−1 at the beginning of the day would evolve into w t−1 at the end of the day: In conclusion, the immediate reward at time t-1 as:
The introduction of transaction cost is a nightmare to some traditional trading strategy, such as follow the winner, follow the loser etc. Even can we predict precisely all stock price in the future, deriving the optimal strategy when the period is long or the scale of portfolio is large, is still intractable. Without transaction cost, greedy algorithm can achieve optimal profits. To be specific, allocating all the wealth into the asset which has the highest expected increase rate is the optimal policy in such a naive setting. However, the existence of transaction cost might turn action changing too much from previous weight vector into suboptimal action if the transaction cost overweights the immediate return.
Although rich literatures have discussed Markovian decision process, portfolio management is still challenging due to its properties. First and foremost, abundant noise included in the stock data leads to distorted prices. Observations of stock prices and financial indexes can hardly reflect the states underneath. Providing inefficient state representations for the algorithm would lead to disastrous failure in its performance.
What's more, the transition probability of different states is still unknown. We must learn environment before we attempt to solve such a complex dynamic programing problem.
Although buying and selling stocks must be conducted by hands, here we still adapt continuous assumption. In fact when wealth is much more than the prices of stocks, such a simplification would not lose much generation.
IV. DEEP REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
Reinforcement learning, especially combining with state-ofart deep learning method is therefore thought to be a good candidate for solving portfolio problem. Reinforcement learning is a learning method, by which the agent interacts with the environment with less prior information and learning from the environment by trail-and-error while refining its strategy at the same time. Its low requirements for modeling and feature engineering is suitable for dealing with complex financial markets. What's more, deep learning has witnessed its rapid progress in speech recognition and image identification. Its outperformance with conventional methods has proven its capability to capture complex, non-linear patterns. In fact, different methods using neural network in designing trading algorithms have been proposed.
Compared with solely using deep learning or reinforcement learning in portfolio management, deep reinforcement learning mainly has three strengths.
First, with market's information as its input and allocating vector as its output, deep reinforcement learning is an totally artificial intelligent methods in trading, which avoids the handmade strategy from prediction of the future stock price and can fully self-improved.
Second, deep reinforcement learning does not explicitly involve predictions towards stock performance, which has been proven very hard. Therefore, less challenges would hinder the improvement in reinforcement learning performance.
Third, compared with conventional reinforcement learning, deep reinforcement learning approximates strategy or value function by using neural network, which can not only include the flexibility of designing specific neural network structure but also prevent so called "curse of dimensionality", enabling large-scale portfolio management.
Several continuous reinforcement learning methods have been proposed, such as policy gradient, dual DQN, Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient and Proximal Policy Optimization. We conduct the latter two algorithms in our experiments to test their potential in portfolio management.
A. Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient
Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient(DDPG) is a combination of Q-learning and policy gradient and succeed in using neural network as its function approximator based on Deterministic Policy Gradient Algorithms. [12] To illustrate its idea, we would briefly introduce Q-learning and policy gradient and then we would come to DDPG.
Q-learning is a reinforcement learning based on Q-value function. To be specific, a Q-value function gives expected accumulated reward when executing action a in state s and follow policy π in the future, which is:
The Bellman Equation allows us to compute it by recursion:
For a deterministic policy which is a function µ : S → A, the above equation can be written as:
To be specific, Q-learning adapts greedy policy which is:
Deep reinforcement learning uses neural network as the Q-function approximator and some methods including replay buffer are proposed to improve the convergence to the optimal policy. Instead of using iterations to derive the conventional Q-value function, the function approximator, parameterized by θ Q , is derived by minimizing the loss function below:
where
It's worth to note here that y t is calculated by a separate target network which is softly updated by online network. This simple change moves the relatively unstable problem of learning the action-value function closer to the case of supervised learning, a problem for which robust solutions exist. This is another method to improve convergence.
When dealing with continuous action space, naively implementing Q-learning is intractable when the action space is a large due to the "curse of dimensionality". What's more, determining the global optimal policy in an arbitrary Qvalue function may be infeasible without some good features guaranteed such as convex.
The answer of DDPG to address the continuous control problem is to adapt policy gradient, in which DDPG consists of an actor which would directly output continuous action. Policy would then be evaluated and improved according to critic, which in fact is a Q-value function approximator to represent objective function. Recall the goal of Markovian decision process: derive the optimal policy which maximize the objective function. Parameterized by θ, we can formally write it as:
In deep reinforcement learning, gradient descent is the most common method to optimize given objective function, which is usually non-convex and high-dimensional. Taking derivative of the objective function equals to take derivative of policy. Assume the time horizon is finite, we can write the strategy in product form:
However, such form is difficult to make derivative in terms of θ. To make it more computing-tractable, a transformation has been proposed to turn it into summation form:
Therefore, we can rewrite differentiation of the objective function into that of logarithm of policy:
In deep deterministic policy gradient, four networks are required: online actor, online critic, target actor and target critic. Combining Q-learning and policy gradient, actor is the function µ and critic is the Q-value function. Agent observe a state and actor would provide an "optimal" action in continuous action space. Then the online critic would evaluate the actor's proposed action and update online actor. What's more, target actor and target critic are used to update online critic.
Formally, the update scheme of DDPG is as below: For online actor:
For online critic, the update rule is similar. The target actor and target critic are updated softly from online actor and online critic. We would leave the details in the presentation of the algorithm:
B. Proximal Policy Optimization
Most algorithms for policy optimization can be classified into three broad categories:(1) policy iteration methods. (2) policy gradient methods and (3) derivative-free optimization methods. Proximal Policy Optimization(PPO) falls into the second category. Since PPO is based on Trust Region Policy Receive initial observation state s 1
7:
for t = 1 to T do 8:
Select action a t = µ(s t |θ µ ) + N t
9:
Execute action a t and observe r t and s t+1
10:
Save transition (s t ,a t ,r t ,s t+1 ) in R 11:
Sample a random minibatch of N transitions (s i ,a i ,r i ,s i+1 ) in R 12:
Update critic by minimizing the loss:L =
Update actor policy by policy gradient:
15:
Update the target networks:
end for 17: end for Optimization(TRPO) [13] , we would introduce TRPO first and then PPO.
TRPO finds an lower bound for policy improvement so that policy optimization can deal with surrogate objective function. This could guarantee monotone improvement in policies.
Formally, let π denote a stochastic policy π : S×A → [0, 1], which indicates that the policy would derive a distribution in continuous action space in the given state to represent all the action's fitness. Let
Following standard definitions of the state-action value function Q π , the value function V π and the advantage function as below:
The expected return of another policyπ over π can be expressed in terms of the advantage accumulated over timesteps:
The above equation can be rewritten in terms of states:
where ρπ = P (s 0 = s) + γP (s 1 = s) + γ 2 P (s 2 = s) + · · · denotes the discounted visitation frequencies of state s given policyπ.
However, the complexity due to the reliance to policỹ π makes the equation difficult to compute. Instead, TRPO proposes the following local approximation.
The lower bound of policy improvement, as one of the key results of TRPO, provides theoretical guarantee for monotonic policy improvement:
i |p i −q i | is the total variation divergence distance between two discrete probability distributions.
Since D KL (p||q) ≥ D T V (p||q) 2 , we can derive the following inequation, which is used in the construction of the algorithm:
The proofs of above equations are available in [13] To go further into the detail, let M i (π) = L πi (π) − CD max KL (π i , π). Two properties would be uncovered without much difficulty as follow:
Therefore, we could give out the lower bound of the policy improvement:
Thus, by maximizing M i at each iteration, we guarantee that the true objective η is non-decreasing. Consider parameterized policies π θi , the policy optimization can be turned into:
However, the penalty coefficient C from the theoretical result would provide policy update with too small step sizes. While in the final TRPO algorithm, an alternative optimization problem is proposed after carefully considerations of the structure of the objective function:
Further approximations are proposed to make the optimization tractable. Recalled that the origin optimization problem can be written as :
After some approximations including importance sampling, the final optimization comes into:
So here comes the PPO [9] : it proposed new surrogate objective to simplify TRPO. One of them is clipped surrogate objective which we choose in our experiments. Let us denote r(θ) = π θ (a|s) ππ old (a|s) . The clipped surrogate objective can be written as:
This net surrogate objective function can constrain the update step in a much simpler manner and experiments show it does outperform the original objective function in terms of sample complexity.
Run policy π θ ∼ N (µ(s), σ(s)) for T timesteps and collect (s t , a t , r t )
4:
Estimate advantagesÂ t = t >t γ t −t r t − V (s t )
5:
Update old policy π old ← π θ 6:
Update critic by:
end for 10: end for
V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Data preparation
Our experiments are conducted on China Stock data and America Stock data from investing.com, wind and ShingingMidas Private Fund. We select two baskets of stocks with low correlation or even negative correlation from these markets to demonstrate our agent's capability to allocate between different assets. In order to hold our assumption, we choose stocks with large volume so that our trades would not affect the market. In China stock market, we choose 18 stocks in order to test the algorithm in large-scale portfolio management setting. In America stock market we choose 6 stocks. What's more, we choose last 3 years as our training and testing period, with 2015/01/01−2016/12/31 as training period and 2017/01/01 − 2018/01/01 as testing period. The stock codes we select are as follow: In order to derive a general agent which is robust with different stocks, we normalize the price data. To be specific, we divide the opening price, closing price, high price and low price by the close price at the last day of the period. For missing data which occurs during weekends and holidays, in order to maintain the time series consistency, we fill the empty price data with the close price on the previous day and we also set volume 0 to indicate the market is closed at that day.
B. network structure
Motivated by Jiang et al., we use so called Identical Independent Evaluators(IIE). IIE means that the networks flow independently for the m+ assets while network parameters are shared among these streams. The network evaluates one stock at a time and output a scaler to represent its preference to invest in this asset. Then m+1 scalers are normalized by softmax function and compressed into a weight vector as the next period's action. IIE has some crucial advantages over an integrated network, including scalability in portfolio size, data-usage efficiency and plasticity to asset collection. The explanation can be reviewed in [10] and we are not going to illustrate them here.
We find that in other works about deep learning in portfolio management, CNN outperforms RNN and LSTM in most cases. Howevero, different from Jiang et al., we alternate CNN with Deep Residual Network. The depth of the neural network plays an important role in its performance. However, conventional CNN network is stopped from going deeper because of gradient vanishment and gradient explosion when the depth of the networks increases. Deep residual network solves this problem by adding a shortcut for layers to jump to the deeper layers directly, which could prevent the network from deteriorating as the depth adds. Deep Residual Network has gained remarkable performance in image recognition and greatly contributes to the development of deep learning. 
TABLE II HYPER PARAMETERS IN OUR EXPERIMENTS
C. result 1) learning rate: Learning rate plays an essential role in neural network training. However, it is also very subtle. A high learning rate will make training loss decrease fast at the beginning but drop into a local minimum occasionally, or even vibrate around the optimal solution but could not reach it. A low learning rate will make the training loss decrease very slowly even after a large number of epochs. Only a proper learning rate can help network achieve a satisfactory result.
Therefore, we implement DDPG and test it using different learning rates. The results show that learning rates have significant effect on critic loss even actor's learning rate does not directly control the critic's training. We find that when the actor learns new patterns, critic loss would jump. This indicates that the critic has not sufficient generalization ability towards new states. Only when the actor becomes stable can the critic loss decreases. 2) Risk: Due to the limitation of training data, our reinforcement learning agent may underestimate the risk when training in bull market, which may occur disastrous deterioration in its performance in real trading environment. Different approaches in finance can help evaluate the current portfolio risk to alleviate the effect of biased training data. Inspired by Almahdi et al. in which objective function is risk-adjusted and Jacobsen et al. which shows the volatility would cluster in a period, we modify our objective function as follow:
2 · w i,t and y i,t = 1 L t t =t−L+1 y i,t measure the volatility of the returns of asset i in the last L day. The objective function is constrained by reducing the profit from investing in highly volatile assets which would make our portfolio exposed in exceeded danger. Unfortunately, the result seems not support our modifications. We also train our agent in objective function taking form of Sharpe ratio but it also fails. In fact, reward engineering is one of the core topics in designing reinforcement learning algorithms. It seems that our modification makes the objective function too complex [15] .
3) Features combination: As far as we know, few works discuss the combinations of features in reinforcement learning. Different from end to end game playing or robot control whose input is pixels, in portfolio management, abundant features can be taken into considerations. Common features include the closing price, the open price, the high price, the low price and volume. What's more, financial indexes for long term analysis such as Price-to-Earning Ratio (PE), Price to book ratio (PB) can also provide insights into market movements.
However, adding irrelevant features would add noise and deteriorate the training. The trade off in it is the topic of feature selection. Therefore, we conduct experiments under different combinations of features, which are 1. only with closing prices, 2. with closing and high, 3. with closing and open, 4. with closing and low prices. The results show that feature combinations matter in the training process. Select closing and high price could help agent gain the best performance in our experiments.
4) Training and Testing: After experiments mentioned above, we derive a satisfying set of hyper parameters and features combinations. Under such setting, we conduct training for 1000 epochs on both China stock market and USA stock market. The result shows that training could increase accumulative portfolio value (APV) while reducing the volatility of the returns in training data.
Then we back test our agent on USA and China data. DDPG agent gains the highest APV amongst all the agents. However, its risk is also higher than other agents with the highest maximum drawdown. The unsatisfying performance of PPO algorithm also uncovers the considerable gap between game playing or robot control and portfolio management. Random Back test on China data is frustrated in which our agent seems learn nothing in training. The possible reasons will be discussed in our conclusion. Thanks to the characteristics of portfolio management, there is still many interesting topics in combination with deep reinforcement learning. For future research, we will try to use other indicators to measure the risk of our asset allocation, and work on the combination with conventional models in finance to make advantages of previous finance research. To be specific, we believe model-based reinforcement as a good candidate in portfolio management instead of model-free [16] [17].In model-based reinforcement learning, a model of the dynamics is used to make predictions, which is used for action selection. Let f θ (s t ; a t ) denote a learned discrete-time dynamics function, parameterized by θ, that takes the current state s t and action a t and outputs an estimate of the next state at time t + ∆t. We can then choose actions by solving the What's more, due to the fact that neural network is sensitive to the quality of data, traditional financial data noise reduction approaches can be utilized, such as wavelet analysis [18] and the Kalman Filter [19] . A different approach for data preprocessing is to combine HMM with reinforcement learning, which is to extract the states beneath the fluctuated prices and learning directly from them [20] .
Modification of the object function can also be taken into considerations. One direction is to adapt risk-adjust return. Another direction we come up with experiments in designing RL agent in game playing. In game playing, the reward function is simple, for example, in flappy bird, the agent would receive reward 1 when passing a pillar or receive reward -1 when drop to the ground. Complex objective function would hinder agent from achieving desirable performance. We have conduct a naive version of accumulative portfolio value as object function, which is to take win rate instead of absolute return but we cannot receive satisfying improvement.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper applies reinforcement learning algorithms with continuous action space to asset allocation. We compare the performances of DDPG and PPO algorithms in different markets, hyper parameters and so on. Compared with previous works of portfolio management using reinforcement learning, we test our agents with risk-adjusted accumulative portfolio value as objective function and different features combinations as input. The experiments show that the strategy obtained by DDPG algorithm can outperform the conventional strategies in assets allocation. It's found that deep reinforcement learning can somehow capture patterns of market movements even though it is allowed to observe limited data and features and self-improve its performance.
However, reinforcement learning does not gain such remarkable performance in portfolio management so far as those in game playing or robot control. We come up with a few ideas.
First, the second-order differentiability for the parameters in the neural network of the output strategy and the expectation in Q-value is necessary for convergence of the algorithm. Due to the algorithm, we could only search for optimal policy in the second-order differentiable strategy function set, instead of in the policy function set, which might also lead to the failure of finding globally optimal strategy. Second, the algorithm requires stationary transition. However, due to market irregularities and government intervention, the state transitions in stock market might be time varying.
In our experiments, deep reinforcement learning is highly sensitive so that its performance is unstable. What's more, the degeneration of our reinforcement learning agent, which often tends to buy only one asset at a time, indicates more modifications are needed for designing promising algorithms.
